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Abstract
Occupants’ behaviour has a significant impact on the energy performance of buildings. A good understanding of how
occupants use a building provides a possibility of promoting the building’s energy efficiency through changing
occupant behaviour. Building simulation has been adopted as a useful method by building engineers for quantifying
the effects of changing occupant behaviour on the building’s energy consumption and indoor environment. However,
due to the lack of real measured data with respect to how occupants use the building, such simulation work has relied
on assumed behavioural patterns, which significantly reduces the reliability of the predicted results. This paper
describes a longitudinal study monitoring occupants’ heating, window opening and cooling behaviour in an office
building throughout summer, transitional and winter periods. These behavioural data were then used to drive dynamic
building performance simulation to predict the energy saving potential of changing behaviour. Comparison with
predicted results by assumed behavioural patterns reflected that improperly assumed behavioural patterns may either
overestimate or underestimate the energy saving potential of changing behaviour, especially for unextreme
behaviours.
Keywords: Energy waste, Occupant behaviour, Office building, Building simulation

1. Introduction
Buildings are big energy consumers in current society [1] and reducing their energy consumption is
essential for sustainable development. In a number of studies carried out in the past several decades, the
high importance of the occupants’ role, defined as occupant behaviour [2], in the energy performance of
buildings has been shown to be critical through both field measured data in actual buildings [3,4] and
predictive results from building simulations [5,6]. Energy efficient buildings require adequate
consideration of occupant behaviour: firstly, since improper building use may result in a waste of energy
[7,8]; secondly, because an occupant-involved building control system can significantly reduce the
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building’s energy demand [9,10]; and thirdly, as insufficient consideration of occupant behaviour when
retrofitting/refurbishing buildings may cause inappropriate selection of energy efficient measures [11,12].
Over the past 20 years, many studies have been carried out to better understand occupants’ energy
behaviour in buildings [13,14], with the aim of producing more energy efficient buildings through
changing occupants’ of the systems within the building [15]. In order to help building occupants decide
how to change their behaviour to have a more energy efficient behavior, tailored advice was often
required [16,17]. To help prepare this ‘tailored’ advice, building engineers have used building simulation
to quantify the impact of changing occupant behaviour on the performance of the building [18]. However,
due to the lack of data with respect to occupants’ actual behaviour in buildings, building engineers have
had to use assumed extreme behavioural patterns to drive the simulation, e.g. heating always on [19] or
windows/doors always open [19,20], resulting in a lack of confidence in the predicted impact.
In order to capture occupants’ actual behaviour in buildings and identify energy wasteful behaviour
based on field data, a longitudinal study was carried out in an office building located in Beijing, China,
with field monitoring of occupants’ use of window, heating and cooling systems. Using the field data,
some behavioural patterns have been developed and introduced in a paper published earlier this year [21].
Following this paper, these patterns have been used to drive dynamic building performance simulation to
predict the energy saving potential of behaviour changes, and the results are mainly introduced in the
following sections. Additionally, in order to demonstrate the importance of realistic behavioural patterns
in accurate prediction of energy saving potential of behaviour changes by simulation, the predicted results
were compared with those predicted based on assumed behavioural patterns in existing studies.
2. Material and methods
2.1 Case study building
The study was conducted in a mixed-mode office building (39° 54’ 27’’ N, 116° 23’ 17’’ E, alt. 44m),
which contains a number of offices that can be occupied by 1-2 persons. The building is located in the
southeast of Beijing, China, which has a climatic condition with hot summer and cold winter. During the
survey period all monitored offices were occupied by one person only. In each office, there are two
sliding windows facing south, for both daylighting and ventilation purposes. This is a typical layout of
offices not only in China, but also in other countries such as the USA and the UK. In winter, all offices
were continuously heated by a local hot-water radiator system, and in summer they were cooled using a
fan-coil unit system. Individual control of both heating and cooling systems for each room was available
so the room occupants could decide whether the system was on or off, according to their preference. The
valve/controller used in the case study building was in old-fashion but this style is still very popular in old
office buildings in China. During the transitional season, natural ventilation, through the opening of
windows by the occupants, was the only cooling strategy. In this study, all monitored offices have similar
physical conditions, for example, window orientation and room size, and outdoor environmental
conditions, such as outdoor air temperature and solar gains.
2.2 Data collection
The monitoring of occupants’ behaviour was carried out in three main seasons of the year, i.e. the
winter season (16.11.2014 to 15.03.2015), the summer season (from 16.05.2015 to 07.07.2015) and the
transitional seasons (08.10.2014 to 15.11.2014 and 16.03.2015 to 15.05.2015). There was concurrent
recording of potential influencing factors, such as indoor and outdoor air temperatures. During the survey,
five offices on the first floor were monitored, accounting for 70% offices in the building. In the study,
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real-time monitored parameters included room occupancy, indoor air temperature, outdoor air
temperature, window operation (open/close) and fan-coil unit system operation (on/off). The heating
system operation (on/off) was recorded by asking occupants to fill out logs when they turn on or turn off
the heating system. Detailed information can be found in Pan et al. [21].

Figure 1: Simulation model in IES VE

2.3 Building simulation
For the purposes of this study, ‘energy-wasteful behaviour’ has been defined differently for winter,
summer and transitional periods, based on the following rationales. Detailed definitions could be found in
the paper published already [21].
1.
2.
3.

The window should be closed when the mechanical cooling/heating system is on;
When the indoor temperature becomes too cool in summer (too warm in winter), the mechanical
cooling (heating) system should be turned off; and,
Outdoor air should be used whenever possible to heat (cool) the building in winter (summer).

The implementation of the developed behavioural patterns above was carried out in IES VE, aiming
to predict the energy saving potential of each behavioural type examined in the study. To do this, a model
for the case study building was developed, as shown in Figure 1, and the developed behavioural patterns
were used to define the base case model. Then, changes of behaviour were introduced into the base case
model through modification of relevant parameters (e.g. changing the heating set point to represent a
change of heating behaviour) and the newly-predicted building performance was compared with the one
predicted by the base case model. This provided quantified evidence about how much changing occupant
behaviour would affect the energy performance of a building. The implementation was focused on the
winter time.
The occupancy of the offices was assumed to be typical working hours, i.e. 9am to 5pm on Monday
to Friday. This was not generated from the field data as occupancy was not a main topic considered in this
study. The operation of the systems (occupant behaviour), namely the heating system and the ventilation
system is defined in Table 1, based on the real data collected from the field study. The simulation was
carried out between 16th November and 15th March, which was the ‘heating season’ for the case study
building [21], and used weather data stored in the ASHRAE design weather database for Beijing, China,
which is available in the IES VE software.
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Table 1: Building operation information
Systems

Operations

Heating system

Always on with a setting temperature of 21°C (mean indoor air temperature monitored during
the winter survey period). There is no difference for occupied and unoccupied time because
the heating was found to be always on in the case study building.
Occupied time: Open in 25% of occupied time;

Window operation[21]

Unoccupied time: Open in 12% of unoccupied time.

In order to examine the effect of energy conservation approaches, the current behaviour (base case
behaviour) of occupants, as listed in Table 1, was replaced by some energy efficient behaviours (Table 2)
in the building simulation, for both heating and window operations. To quantify the impact of changing
behaviour on the building heating demand, Equation 1 was used to calculate the saved energy on heating
usage.
Epre-change-Epost-change= Esaving
(1)
where Epre-change is the building’s heating demand before the behavioural change, Epost-change is that after the
behavioural change and Esaving is the energy saving potential by this behavioural change.

Table 2: Energy efficient behaviours
Energy efficient behaviour

Behavioural profiles

Heating 01

Turn off the heating system when the offices are unoccupied

Heating 02

Turn down the temperature setting to 19°C

Window 01

Always keep windows closed during the occupied time

Window 02

Always keep windows closed during the unoccupied time

Figure 2 shows the predicted energy saving potential of each behavioural change option listed in
Table 2. It quantifies the heating energy that can be saved by changing occupants’ use of the building, and
turning off the heating system when the offices are unoccupied has shown the biggest energy saving
potential for the case study building.
7
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Figure 2: Predicted energy saving potential of each behavioural change option listed in Table 2
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Figure 3 compares the predicted energy saving potential for the ‘Heating 01’ when various base case
models were used. Model 01 was the base case model used in Figure 2, which was developed based on
field measured data. Model 02 to 05 adopted popular assumptions in existing studies: Model 02 assumed
the heating was always on; Model 03 assumed the heating set point was 22°C; Model 4 assumed all
openable windows were kept open during the occupied time; Model 5 assumed all openable windows
were kept open during unoccupied time.
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Figure 3: Predicted energy saving potential for behavioural change option 1 based on various base case models

Figure 3 reflects to what degree assumed behavioural patterns will influence the predicted results.
Model 02 provided the same predictions as the model used previously because the heating in the case
study was found to be always on (extreme behaviour) so the assumed pattern was the same as what was
happening in the real building. However, occupants did not control the heating operation due to the old
style of the control valves, and a modern control method may change their behaviour for energy
conservation. Overestimations on the impact of changing behaviour have been identified for Model 03, 04
and 05, while this overestimation can be more than two times higher as caused by Model 05.
3. Conclusions
Occupant behaviour can greatly influence the performance of a building, with respect to both energy
consumption and indoor environment. Changing occupant behaviour for building energy conservation is
an urgent task for sustainable development. Due to the lack of realistic behavioural patterns to drive
simulation, demonstrating the impact of behavioural changes was usually based on assumed patterns and
this may overestimate/underestimate the energy saving potential. This study has used behavioural patterns
generated from real-monitored behavioural data to drive dynamic building performance simulation, and
critically demonstrated the reliability of existing methodology that is based on assumed patterns. Main
findings from this study are:
(1) Change occupants’ use of the building may have a great impact on the building energy efficiency and
should be paid more attention in the future; and
(2) Assumed behavioural patterns in existing studies may either overestimate or underestimate the
predicted energy saving potential, especially for those unextreme behaviours.
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